
Researchable Question:

How does light pollution 
affect the night sky’s 
ambient brightness in 
near-infrared?

Data:

Procedures
1: Go ta a place

2: Measure and record data using 
different SQM-L devices

3: Once data collection is 
complete, analyse it.

Results:

Near-infrared light 
pollution does exist, but 
it is less prevalent than 
visible light pollution.

Light Pollution and its effects on both Visible and Near-IR night sky 
ambient brightness



Introduction

If you’ve been outside in a bright city at night and look at the sky, you 
will most likely see almost no stars in the sky, whereas in a dark rural 
area, you’ll see stars scattered all throughout the night sky and a bunch 
of distant clouds that show off our galaxy, the Milky Way. The phenomena 
that prevents you from seeing the true night sky in bright cities is 
called light pollution.

The light pollution that you see with your eyes is within the visible 
part of the electromagnetic spectrum with wavelengths typically ranging 
from 400 nm to 700 nm, but the source of light pollution, human-made 
light sources, also emit some light with wavelengths longer than visible 
light. 



What is Infrared?

Infrared is the part of the electromagnetic spectrum that 
has wavelengths longer than visible light, but shorter than 
microwaves. Infrared was first discovered by its ability to 
heat up objects (Wikipedia Contributors). Infrared is 
generally divided into 3 sections, near-infrared [0.7 μm to 
5 μm], mid-infrared [5 μm to 25 μm] and far-infrared [25 μm 
to 1 mm [1000 μm]] (Wikipedia Contributors). Infrared is 
used in household appliances such as TV remotes and is 
emitted from various objects such as stars like the sun and 
the human body (Wikipedia Contributors).



Infrared in Astronomy

In astronomy, infrared is used to observe objects that don’t 
emit that much visible light. Near-IR acts similarly to 
visible light and is considered to be part of optical 
astronomy (Wikipedia Contributors). Various bands of the 
infrared spectrum are absorbed by Earth’s atmosphere and as 
such, infrared telescopes tend to be space telescopes [i.e 
James Webb Space Telescope] (Wikipedia Contributors). (Image 
provided by Shutterstock)



Methods of observing Near-IR light

Most digital cameras have the ability to observe Near-IR 
light, but this is typically blocked out using a filter 
commonly referred to as a UV-IR cut filter, but this filter 
can be removed and replaced with a filter that only allows 
Near-IR light to pass through it. (Image provided by 
Wikipedia Contributors)



Researchable Question

The overall question that this experiment was done to answer 
is as follows: How does light pollution at different 
locations affect ambient night sky brightness, as indicated 
by SQM-L outputs, in near-infrared compared to visible 
light?

In this experiment, the independent variable is the location 
where data is gathered, the dependent variable is Near-IR 
SQM-L outputs and the control is Visible SQM-L outputs



Hypothesis, End goal, & Technical Definitions

If there is more visible light pollution present at a location, then 
there should also be more near-infrared light pollution present due 
to how similar Near-IR acts compared to visible light.

The end goal of this experiment was to produce data in mags/arcsec^2 
using a SQM-L device and analyze the results using statistics. 

Mags are a measure of brightness where a mag value 6 greater than 
another mag value indicates that a region is 100 times brighter than 
another region. An arcsec is an angle measurement that is 1/3600th 
of a degree and likewise an arcsec^2 is a measure of area on a 
sphere, for scale is approximately 24 m^2 on Earth on average. 
Therefore, mags/arcsec^2 is an average of brightness per region of 
sky



SQM-L modification

Like other consumer devices that observe visible light, the 
SQM-L device has a filter that prevents it from observing 
anything but visible light. For this experiment to work, the 
SQM-L device had to have this filter removed from its 
sensor. Once this had been done, a Near-IR camera filter had 
to be applied to the SQM-L’s sensor to make sure that only 
Near-IR light would get picked up by the SQM-L sensor.



Procedures
1) One of the SQM-L devices had to be modified before any data collection 

could happen
2) Before collecting data, there had to be no clouds overhead, it had to 

be night time, and the moon couldn’t be present in the sky.
3) Once the conditions above were satisfied, we went to the desired 

location
4) Once the location had been arrived to, all necessary materials were 

taken out and the SQM-L devices were pointed directly up while another 
person had a notebook ready to write data down

5) If Near-IR data was being collected, the Near-IR filter was placed in 
front of the SQM-L’s sensor

6) Each SQM-L device was being used to collect data points in the form of 
numbers and the output numbers were communicated to the person holding 
the data notebook. This process was repeated 10 times per night

7) Steps 2 to 6 could be repeated for more than one night. As is what 
happened with Home data



SQM-L Pictures

← Blue object is UV-IR cut 
filter (Photos from Audrey 
and Jamie LaPointe



Visible Averages Chart based on Location



Results Statistics

Visible                                              Near-IR

Given that both p-values of both data sets are less than 
0.05 and are practically 0, it is clear that the different 
locations almost certainly had an effect on SQM-L data



Results

As shown by the charts, Visible light pollution had a 
significant impact on output data from the SQM-L devices, as 
did Near-IR light pollution. However, Near-IR light 
pollution was seemingly less prevalent compared to Visible 
light pollution. Charts also show that at the University 
location, there was more variation in data compared to other 
locations. One possible reason for this could be that the 
data at the University location was taken in proximity to a 
street lamp.



Other possible experiments

In ground astronomy, highly reflective bright satellites 
have become more of an issue as time has gone on. These 
satellites result in trials that can spoil data collected by 
ground observatories beyond correction. (Tyson et al, 2020) 
This spoiling of data also includes data collected from 
Near-IR bands so a possible experiment would be to try and 
observe the night sky at an observatory and try to observe 
the impact of reflective satellite trails in Near-IR.
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